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Ombudsman’s Determination 

Applicant Mr D 

Scheme Bland Bankart Retirement Benefits Scheme (the Scheme) 

Respondent  PTL Governance Ltd (PTL) 
  

Outcome  

 

 

Complaint summary  

 Mr D’s complaint is that the Scheme’s 1997 Deed of Amendment means that his 

current wife is not entitled to a full widow’s pension.  

Background information, including submissions from the parties 

 Mr D was a Director of P & G Bland Limited (the Company) and a Part 1 Member of 

the Scheme, then called P & G Bland Group Limited Retirement Benefits Scheme. Mr 

D was also a trustee together with Mr GD and Mr WG (collectively the Trustees). 
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 As part of the divorce settlement it was agreed that SB would be entitled to a widow’s 

pension under the Scheme if Mr D pre-deceased her. 

 To accommodate this the power of amendment contained in rule 4.17 of the Scheme 

Rules was exercised. This power of amendment vested in the Trustees and provides 

that they may at any time with the written consent of the Company alter all or any of 

the rules by Resolution or Deed. 

 

 

 

 

 The Scheme now has an Independent Trustee, PTL.  In 2017 Mr D queried his wife’s 

entitlement should he die before her. PTL maintain that his wife is only entitled to a 

widow’s GMP in accord with the wording of the Deed. 
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1 John Grey and Others v William Pearson and Others [1857] VI HL Cases 61. 
2 AG v Prince Ernest Augusts of Hanover [1957] AC 436 and Re Sigma Finance Corporation [2009] UKSC2. 
3 ‘Restriction on powers to alter schemes’ 
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PTL’s position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
4 ‘Inalienability of occupational pension’ 
5 ‘Forfeiture, etc’ 
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Adjudicator’s Opinion 

 

• There are two disputes; the first over the validity of the Deed and the second over 

its interpretation.  

 

(1) This section applies to any power conferred on any person by an occupational 

pension scheme (other than a public service pension scheme) to modify the 

scheme. 

(2) The power cannot be exercised on any occasion in a manner which would or 

might affect any entitlement, or accrued right, of any member of the scheme 

acquired before the power is exercised unless the requirements under 

subsection (3) are satisfied. 

https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.24
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
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(3) Those requirements are that, in respect of the exercise of the power in that 

manner on that occasion – 

(a) the trustees have satisfied themselves that – 

(i) the certification requirements, or 

(ii) the requirements for consent, are met in  

           respect of that member, and 

(b) where the power is exercised by a person other than the trustees, the 

trustees have approved the exercise of the power in that manner on that 

occasion. 

 

 

Section 91 of the Act 

 

 

 

 

““Dependant” means the spouse or child of the Member or such other individual 

as the Trustees may consider to have been wholly or partly dependent financially 

on the Member at the time of the Member’s death or in relation to the election of 

                                            
6 The Occupational Pension Scheme (Modification of Schemes) Regulations 1996, SI 1996/2517, Joint 
Opinion Section 67 Pensions Act 1995 
7 It is not necessary to show financial dependency in the case of widows or widowers they automatically 
qualify for survivor’s benefits on the basis that partners in a legal marriage may always be assumed to be 
financially dependent on one another. 

https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-67.4.a
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-67.4.b
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-67.4.b
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
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the option in terms of Rule 1.7 [‘Dependant’s Option Pension’] at the Member’s 

Normal Retiring Date or earlier date on which his pension commences.” 

 

 

Section 92 of the Act 

 

 

 

“When interpreting a written contract, the court is concerned to identify the 

intention of the parties by reference to “what a reasonable person having all the 

background knowledge which would have been available to the parties would 

have understood them to be using the language in the contract to mean”, to quote 

Lord Hoffmann in Chartbrook Ltd v Persimmon Homes Ltd [2009] UKHL 38, 

[2009] 1 AC 1101, para 14. And it does so by focussing on the meaning of the 

relevant words ... in their documentary, factual and commercial context. 

That meaning has to be assessed in the light of 

(i) the natural and ordinary meaning of the clause, 
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(ii) any other relevant provisions of the lease, 

(iii) the overall purpose of the clause and the lease, 

(iv) the facts and circumstances known or assumed by the parties at the time that 

the document was executed, and 

(v) commercial common sense, but 

(vi) disregarding subjective evidence of any party's intentions.” 

 

“the reliance placed in some cases on commercial common sense and 

surrounding circumstances should not be invoked to undervalue the importance of 

the language of the provision which is to be construed. The exercise of 

interpreting a provision involves identifying what the parties meant through the 

eyes of a reasonable reader.” 

“the clearer the natural meaning the more difficult it is to justify departing from it.” 

“commercial common sense is not to be invoked retrospectively. The mere fact 

that a contractual arrangement, if interpreted according to its natural language, 

has worked out badly, or even disastrously, for one of the parties is not a reason 

for departing from the natural language.”  

“a court should be very slow to reject the natural meaning of a provision as correct 

simply because it appears to be a very imprudent term for one of the parties to 

have agreed, even ignoring the benefit of wisdom of hindsight…it is not the 

function of a court when interpreting an agreement to relieve a party from the 

consequences of his imprudence or poor advice.” 

“when interpreting a contractual provision, one can only take into account facts or 

circumstances which existed at the time that the contract was made, and which 

were known or reasonably available to both parties.” 

“in some cases, an event subsequently occurs which was plainly not intended or 

contemplated by the parties, judging from the language of their contract. In such a 

case, if it is clear what the parties would have intended, the court will give effect to 

that intention.” 
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 Mr D did not accept the Adjudicator’s Opinion and the complaint was passed to me to 

consider. Mr D’s Solicitor provided further comments which do not change the 

outcome. I agree with the Adjudicator’s Opinion and I will therefore only respond to 

the key points made by Mr D’s Solicitor for completeness. 

Ombudsman’s decision 
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 Effectively what is being argued is that there was, in 1997, a failing in advice or 

drafting of the Deed by the solicitor for the then Trustees.   

 However, I can only consider whether PTL has fairly interpreted the Deed/Scheme 

Rules. I am satisfied PTL has done so. Consequently, there is no basis for me to say 

that Deed should be interpreted differently or ruled invalid.     

 Therefore, I do not uphold Mr D’s complaint. 

 
Anthony Arter 

Pensions Ombudsman 
29 April 2019 
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Appendix 

 

(1) This section applies to any power conferred on any person by an occupational 
pension scheme (other than a public service pension scheme) to modify the scheme. 

 

(2) The power cannot be exercised on any occasion in a manner which would or 
might affect any entitlement, or accrued right, of any member of the scheme acquired 
before the power is exercised unless the requirements under subsection (3) are 
satisfied. 

 

(3) Those requirements are that, in respect of the exercise of the power in that 
manner on that occasion— 

 

(a) the trustees have satisfied themselves that— 

 

(i) the certification requirements , or 

 

(ii) the requirements for consent, are met in respect of that member, and 

 

(b) where the power is exercised by a person other than the trustees, the trustees 
have approved the exercise of the power in that manner on that occasion. 

 

(4) In subsection (3)— 

 

(a) “the certification requirements” means prescribed requirements for the purpose of 
securing that no power to which this section applies is exercised in any manner 
which, in the opinion of an actuary, would adversely affect any member of the 
scheme (without his consent) in respect of his entitlement, or accrued rights, 
acquired before the power is exercised, and 

 

(b) “the consent requirements” means prescribed requirements for the purpose of 
obtaining the consent of members of a scheme to the exercise of a power to 
which this section applies. 

 

(5) Subsection (2) does not apply to the exercise of a power in a prescribed manner. 

 

https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.24
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-67.4.a
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-67.4.b
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
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(6) Where a power to which this section applies may not (apart from this section) be 
exercised without the consent of any person, regulations may make provision for 
treating such consent as given in prescribed circumstances. 

 

 As relevant section 91, ‘Inalienability of occupational pension’, says: 

“(1) Subject to subsection (5), where a person is entitled, or has an accrued right, to 

a pension under an occupational pension scheme— 

(a) the entitlement or right cannot be assigned, commuted or surrendered, 

(b) the entitlement or right cannot be charged or a lien exercised in respect of it, and 

(c) no set-off can be exercised in respect of it, 

and an agreement to effect any of those things is unenforceable. 

… 

(5) In the case of a person ( “the person in question” ) who is entitled , or has 

an accrued right, to a pension under an occupational pension scheme, subsection (1) 

does not apply to any of the following, or any agreement to effect any of the 

following— 

(a) an assignment in favour of the person in question's widow, widower or dependant, 

(b) a surrender, at the option of the person in question, for the purpose of— 

(i) providing benefits for that person's widow, widower or dependant, or 

(ii) acquiring for the person in question entitlement to further benefits under the 

scheme, 

(c) a commutation— 

(i) of the person in question's benefit on or after retirement or in exceptional 

 circumstances of serious ill health, 

(ii) in prescribed circumstances, of any benefit for that person's widow, widower or 

dependant, or 

(iii) in other prescribed circumstances, 

…. 

 

(7) This section is subject to section 159 of the Pension Schemes Act 

1993 (inalienability of guaranteed minimum pension and protected rights payments).” 

 Section 92, ‘Forfeiture, etc’, says: 

https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.25
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-91.5
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-91.5
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-91.5
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-91.5
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-psa1993/#act-psa1993-txt-159
https://perspective.info/documents/act-psa1993/#act-psa1993-txt-159
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“(1) Subject to the provisions of this section…, an entitlement , or accrued right, to 

a pension under an occupational pension scheme cannot be forfeited. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not prevent forfeiture by reference to— 

(a) a transaction or purported transaction which under section 91 is of no effect, or 

(b) the bankruptcy of the person entitled to the pension or whose right to it has 

accrued, whether or not that event occurred before or after the pension became 

payable. 

(3) Where such forfeiture as is mentioned in subsection (2) occurs, 

any pension which was, or would but for the forfeiture have become, payable may, if 

the trustees or managers of the scheme so determine, be paid to all or any of the 

following— 

(a) the member of the scheme to or in respect of whom the pension was, or would 

have become, payable, 

(b) the spouse, widow or widower of the member, 

(c) any dependant of the member , and 

(d) any other person falling within a prescribed class. 

(4) Subsection (1) does not prevent forfeiture by reference to the person entitled to 

the pension, or whose right to it has accrued, having been convicted of one or more 

offences— 

(a) which are committed before the pension becomes payable, and 

(b) which are— 

(i) offences of treason, 

(ii) offences under the Official Secrets Acts 1911 to 1989 for which the person has 

been sentenced on the same occasion to a term of imprisonment of, or to two or 

more consecutive terms amounting in the aggregate to, at least 10 years, or 

(iii) prescribed offences. 

(5) Subsection (1) does not prevent forfeiture by reference to a failure by any person 

to make a claim for pension— 

(a) where the forfeiture is in reliance on any enactment relating to the limitation of 

actions, or 

(b) where the claim is not made within six years of the date on which 

the pension becomes due. 

(6) Subsection (1) does not prevent forfeiture in prescribed circumstances. 

https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-124.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.30
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.14
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-176.1.1
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-94.2
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-txt-92.7
https://perspective.info/documents/act-pa1995/#act-pa1995-li-124.1.1.22
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(7) In this section and section 93, references to forfeiture include any manner of 

deprivation or suspension.” 

 


